Financial Technologies Elevating Humanity
Everest’s decentralized transaction protocol, cloud wallet, and
biometric identity verification gives everyone access to the global economy
Empowerment through Everest
Over 1.1 billion people in the world currently do not have a verifiable identity, 2.6 billion
people live without a bank account, and 5 billion do not have a smartphone. These factors
prevent economic growth and access to 21st century digital economy, services, and jobs.
This leaves more than 40% of the world population unable to realise their full economic
potential, and prevents them from growing beyond 20% of the global GDP.
Everest solves this lack of digital infrastructure with biometrically verified identities, cloud
wallets and a device-free, universal value-exchange platform that allows individuals and
institutions (banks, governments, financial services, hospitals, e-Commerce) to exchange
value, transfer funds and verify identity.

A device-free digital wallet with
integrated biometric identity brings
5 billion people into the global economy
and facilitates external investment in
emerging markets. A full transaction and
ID verification platform will create
trillions of dollars in a new economy.

Size of Market

Full platform: Transaction chain + Wallet + Identity
The Everest platform is a complete solution allowing the seamless exchange of value
between all facets of an economy (user-to-user, organization-to-organization and
organization-to-user).
● EverChain, a massively scalable, cost-effective layer 2 transaction chain that enables
value-transfer between parties.
● EverWallet, a digital wallet that enables the storage of multiple currencies, identity
data and documents.
● EverID, a decentralized identity platform utilizing biometric + government + 3rd party
identity to provide users with an user-controlled, device-fee digital identity
Everest reduces fraud and leakage, possibly saving organizations $trillions, and makes
identity verification at scale more cost-effective than ever before. At the same time, users
receive social and economic benefits from their digital identity and cloud wallet.
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A full economic platform with biometric identity,
cloud wallet and transaction chain will create new,
multi-trillion dollar economies in emerging markets

The ID token
IDs are a utility token that allow access to the Everest platform and the applications and
services built on EverChain, EverWallet and EverID.

Target: $20M

The 800 million issued tokens will be purchased by banks, governments, NGOs, large
organizations, and users (i.e. remittance senders) that want to access Everest’s network.
Institutions are given varying levels of access to the platform based on how many tokens
they hold while users will not be required to hold tokens in order to receive value.

Use of Funds

1. Engineering
35%

Team
Leaders of multiple successful blockchain projects and IPOs
Bob Reid

Brad Witteman

Gautam Ramnath

Mike Kail

Co-Founder and CEO

Co-Founder and CPO

Partnerships

CTO

GM Bittorrent, Partner Kai
Labs, CEO & Co-founder
VelocityBits

Senior positions with
BitTorrent & Emergent
DivX, Openwave

International consultant
to Gates Foundation,
Millennium Foundation,
US State Department

CIO & SVP of
Infrastructure @ Yahoo! VP
of IT Ops @ Netflix

Private Sale: November 2018

2. Sales &
Marketing
30%

4. Operations
15-20%
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3. Licensing
15-20%
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Token Allocation
Advisors
Toomas Hendrik
Former President of
Estonia

Aya Miyaguchi
MD Ethereum
Foundation

Atsushi Taira
Mistletoe, Softbank,
Brightstar, DoCoMo

Dr. Virgil Griffith

Greg Horowitt

Ethereum Foundation
Co-Author of Casper

Stanford, UCSD,
Berkshire Hathaway

Amb. Khokhar

Chris Wilson

InterAmerican
Dev Bank

Water and Health
Foundation

Dr. Al Watkins

Jordan Greenhall

Global Summit, World
Bank, UnN Technology

DAOstack, CEO DivX

Reserved for future
employees, other
value exchange,
and future sales

Seed, Pre-sale &
Bounty (0.875%)

24.5%
38.0%

Wilson Choi, CFA
FundV, Beam Capital

All US securities-related transactions are offered through Tangent Capital Partners, LLC, which is a registered broker
dealer with the SEC and a member of FINRA and SIPC. Any information contained herein is for informational purposes
only, and does not constitute a recommendation or endorsement. Past performance is not indicative of future results,
and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance.

Strategic Partners,
Team members,
Founders,
Board members
and Advisors

37.5%

